Early Science Configurations
Reporting on effort of a Tiger Team
led by Eric Villard and Crystal Brogan
with key input from Frédéric Boone

Goals for Cycle 0
Assume most projects are to do imaging and so
with 16 antennas we need good hour angle
coverage. Generally +/- 3hrs taken here.
1. Small: emphasize brightness sensitivity,
extended objects. Shadowing is the major issue
– trade-off against shortest baselines.
2. Medium: essentially largest size that will fit on
the pads that will be available at start of Cycle 0.
3. Large (stretch item): high resolution, requires
new power distribution system. Due by
September but plan this for after the shut-down.
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UV (snapshot at zenith

• Optimized for Gaussian distribution of samples in UV plane
with FWHM 105 meters and 125 m maximum baseline.
• No blocking for δ -53 to +7 for 6 hour tracks (+/- 3 in HA).

• Source at Dec -23

+/- 3 hrs

Patterns for 1mm
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Small Array – cases checked

Comparison is with the current “CSV” 8-element array.
Differences are not very large. I think we improve a bit
but, given that we can only choose which pads to use
(and not move them!), it is not likely we cannot get
extremely good dirty beams.
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• Target FWHM 280 meters. Maximum baseline 320 meters.
• Shortest baselines of 30 to 40 meters - no blocking issues.
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• Still working on this. Proposed target FWHM is 750 meters.
Beamwidth will be ~0.25 arcsec at 1mm.

Basic Performance
Angular Resolution and Continuum Sensitivity
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Question to ASAC
• Is the proposed step of about 2.65 in angular
resolution, and therefore about 7 in brightness
temperature sensitivity, OK or is it too large, or
perhaps too small?
(Previous plan was for factors of 2.)
• Anything else missed here?
• I believe that the main issue is simply the
provision of sufficient hardware (power,
foundations) and the logistics of the moves.

Antenna Numbers
• With some margins we should expect to have 20
antennas at the AOS by November and 25 by
late Feb 2012.
• If we assume one of these is a 7 meter in
November and three by Feb1 then these become
19 and 22.
• This means that by Feb we can have a core of
16 antennas with 6 to fill in, provide redundancy,
etc.
1Note

that this is already problematic from the point of
view of demonstrating the ACA in time for the call for
proposals for cycle 1.

Straw-man Sequence
• Start with “small” array. (First moves in late March if
antenna stations are ready)
• Additional antennas go onto “medium” pads.
• There are some common pads too
• So in late November (?) move about 8 antennas from
small to medium pads to complete the medium array.
• I think ~5 days should be enough to do moves and
check out the system, in good conditions.
• Late December move remaining inner pads to longer
baselines for CSV testing
• During Feb shutdown complete the “Large” array using
antennas from the medium but keep any “spare”
antennas on shorter baselines.
• Choice of whether to stay with Large to June or change
back to smaller ones.

